Victorian Inventors
Look inside the history files to find out more about two great Victorian inventors. We still use
the things that they invented today!

Name: Alexander Graham Bell
Most Famous Invention: Telephone

When he was young, Alexander always wanted to know more about the world around him.
invented a machine to help the local mill owner. The owner of the mill was so happy that
he let Alexander have a small workshop to work on his inventions in.
Alexander enjoyed experimenting with the different ways that sound can
together to invent what is now called the telephone.
th

telephone for the first time. They were over two miles away from each
telephone became famous around the world.

Did You Know...?
wanted to be just like his brothers so he begged his dad to let him have one.
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Victorian Inventors

Name: Josephine Garis Cochrane
Most Famous Invention: Dishwasher
th

of John Garis, an engineer, and Irene Fitch Garis.
Josephine and her husband, William, loved inviting their friends round to their house for
dinner. Josephine’s expensive dishes were chipped whilst being washed after one of her
dinner parties. This made Josephine want to think of a safer way to wash her valuable
dishes.
Josephine worked in her tool shed and she invented a hand-powered
dishwasher. The dishes were held in a rack whilst a hose of hot, soapy
water cleaned them.
to sell her dishwashers to hotels and restaurants across Illinois,
USA. Soon, so many people wanted a dishwasher that Josephine
famous across the globe.

Did You Know...?
Josephine Cochrane’s grandfather was called John Fitch. He invented a new type of steampowered boat!
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Questions

Victorian Inventors

1. In which year was Alexander Graham Bell born? Tick one.

2. What was the name of Josephine Cochrane’s father? Tick one.
Alexander Bell
William Cochrane
John Garis
Thomas Watson

3. In which year did Josephine Cochrane open her own factory? Tick one.

4. Number the events below to show the order they happened in Alexander Graham Bell’s life.

Alexander and Thomas talked to each other on the telephone.
1

He was born in Scotland.
He invented a machine to help a mill owner.
Alexander started his own telephone company.
He started working with Thomas Watson.

Questions
5.

Victorian Inventors

Did You Know…? box which means the same as
pleaded.

6. What did Josephine Cochrane’s grandfather invent?

7. Which of these inventions do you think is most useful? Explain why.

Answers

Victorian Inventors

1. In which year was Alexander Graham Bell born? Tick one.

2. What was the name of Josephine Cochrane’s father? Tick one.
Alexander Bell
William Cochrane
John Garis
Thomas Watson

3. In which year did Josephine Cochrane open her own factory? Tick one.

4. Number the events below to show the order they happened in Alexander Graham Bell’s life.

4

Alexander and Thomas talked to each other on the telephone.

1

He was born in Scotland.

2

He invented a machine to help a mill owner.

5

Alexander started his own telephone company.

3

He started working with Thomas Watson.

Answers

Victorian Inventors

5.
pleaded.
begged

6. What did Josephine Cochrane’s grandfather invent?
Josephine Cochrane’s grandfather invented a new type of steam-powered boat.

7. Which of these inventions do you think is most useful? Explain why.
Pupils’ own responses, such as: I think the telephone is most useful because you could still
wash dishes by hand but you couldn’t speak to people miles away without a telephone.

Year 3 and 4
Correct the Spelling Mistake
Challenge 1:
The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been
underlined. Write the correct spelling for each.
1. The three little pigs began to bild their houses.
2. I ca t disside whether to have the pepperoni or ham pizza.
3. My brother thought it was too earlie to get up for school.
4. Ge i

a groop f f

,

aid

eache .

5. Dad rode his bicickle to work.
6. The letter did not have the right adress on it.
7. Jane lives in the house oposite Harry.
8. Ben thort it was time to go to bed.

Challenge 2:
Each sentence below has one word that is incorrect.
Write the correct spelling of the word.
1. Lil

bi hda i i Feb

.

2. The doctor gave the girl some medicin to make her feel better.
3. The class really enjoyed the science experimint.
4. What hight is Dad compared to Mike?
5. 100 years is the same as a sentuary.
6. That scarf is diferent to that one!
7. Kim went to the librarie and got four books out.
8. I

ible.

Stained Glass Fractions
Colour the windows to match the fractions listed.

: red

: blue

: green

: blue

: yellow

: red

: yellow

: red

: green

: blue

: green

: yellow

: yellow

: blue

: blue

: red
: green
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Multiplication Wheels
Multiply the numbers by the middle number.
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Stained Glass Fractions
Colour the windows to match the fractions listed.

: green
: blue

: blue
: red
: yellow
: green

: green
: yellow
: blue

: blue
: yellow
: red
: green

: yellow

: yellow

: red

: green

: green

: red
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Colour the Measuring Jug
Colour each jug to show the correct volume.

Example:

Challenge: Circle the jug that has the most liquid.
visit twinkl.com
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The Invention Generator
Roll a die to generate ideas
for your next amazing invention!

What kind of invention is it?

An
entertainment
device

Medical
equipment

An exercise
machine

A vehicle

A toy

A drawing
tool

Police
Oﬃcers

Teachers

Who will use it?
copyr
Children

Adults

People over
the age of 65

Dogs

What special features does it have?

It is
waterproof.

It has
wifi.

It glows
in the dark.

It has
voice control.

It smells of
strawberries.

It has a water
bottle holder.

It has
disco lights.

It has a
security
camera.

and

It has eight
wheels.

It plays
music.

It can fit
inside a
shoe box.

It is good
for the
environment.
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Colour the Measuring Jug Answers
Colour each jug to show the correct volume.

Example:

Challenge: Circle the jug that has the most liquid.
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Colour the Measuring Jug
Colour each jug to show the correct volume.

Example:

Challenge: Circle the jug with the highest volume of water.
visit twinkl.com

Colour the Measuring Jug Answers
Colour each jug to show the correct volume.

Example:

Challenge: Circle the jug with the highest volume of water.
visit twinkl.com

Colour the Measuring Jug
Colour each jug to show the correct volume.

Example:

Challenge: Circle the two jugs with the same volume of liquid, then put a tick next to the
jug with the larger overall capacity. Explain how you know.
visit twinkl.com

Colour the Measuring Jug Answers
Colour each jug to show the correct volume.

Example:

✓
Challenge: Circle the two jugs with the same volume of liquid, then put a tick next to the
jug with the larger overall capacity. Explain how you know.
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Stained Glass Fractions
Colour the windows to match the fractions listed.

: green

: green

: blue

: blue

: blue
: yellow
: green

: blue

: yellow

: yellow

: red

: red

: green

: yellow

: green

: red
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Stained Glass Fractions Answers
Colour the windows to match the fractions listed.

: red

: blue

: green

: blue

: yellow

: red

: yellow

: red

: green

: blue

: green

: yellow

: yellow

: blue

: blue

: red
: green
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Stained Glass Fractions Answers
Colour the windows to match the fractions listed.

: green

: green

: blue

: blue

: yellow

: yellow

: blue

: red
: green

: blue
: red
: yellow
: green

: yellow

: yellow

: red

: green

: green

: red
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Stained Glass Fractions Answers
Colour the windows to match the fractions listed.

: green

: green

: blue

: blue

: blue
: yellow
: green

: blue

: yellow

: yellow

: red

: red

: green

: yellow

: green

: red
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Victorian Inventors
Open the history files and discover more about two great Victorian inventors who continue to
shape our lives today.
Name: Alexander Graham Bell
Most Famous Invention: Telephone
rd

inventor and engineer.
Alexander was the son of Professor Alexander Melville Bell and Eliza Grace
Symonds. As a young child, he always wanted to know more about the
world around him and tried to solve problems by inventing new things.
case from grains of wheat. The owner of the mill was so happy with his
invention that he let Alexander have a small workshop that he could
work on his inventions in.
Alexander spent many years experimenting with the different
Alexander found an assistant called Thomas Watson. Together, they
worked on creating what is now called the telephone.
th

own telephone company and his invention became famous around the world.

Name: Josephine Garis Cochrane
Most Famous Invention: Dishwasher
th

of John Garis, an engineer, and Irene Fitch Garis. Josephine’s grandfather John Fitch was
an inventor too – he had already invented a new type of steam-powered boat.
After getting married, Josephine and her husband William bought a house and began
inviting their friends round for dinner. During one of their dinner parties, Josephine’s
expensive dishes were chipped whilst being washed. This made Josephine want to think of
a safer way of washing her valuable dishes.
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Victorian Inventors
Josephine worked in her tool shed with George Butters, a mechanic. Together, they created
a hand-powered dishwasher. The dishes were held safely in a rack whilst
a hose of hot, soapy water sprayed and cleaned them.
the highest prize for her new creation and began to sell the Cochrane
Dishwasher to hotels and restaurants across Illinois, USA. Soon, so many
people wanted a Cochrane Dishwasher that Josephine opened her
globe.

Glossary
assistant: A person who helps with particular work.
engineer: A person who designs or builds engines or machines.
mechanic: A skilled worker who fixes vehicles, engines and machines.
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Questions

Victorian Inventors

1.

2. Number the events below to show the order they happened in Josephine Cochrane’s life.

She worked in her tool shed to invent the dishwasher.
1

She was born in Ohio, USA.
She opened her own factory.
Josephine’s expensive dishes became chipped.
Josephine won a prize for her invention.

3. Join the boxes to match the name of the person to their role.
Eliza Grace Symonds

Alexander Graham Bell’s assistant

Thomas Watson

Josephine Cochrane’s mother

Irene Fitch Garis

Alexander Graham Bell’s mother

4.
expensive.

5. Alexander Graham Bell was an engineer. Explain what is meant by the word engineer.

6.

Questions
7. Comment on the importance of Alexander Graham Bell’s invention.

8. Explain how Josephine Cochrane’s invention still impacts life today.

Victorian Inventors

Answers

Victorian Inventors

1.

2. Number the events below to show the order they happened in Josephine Cochrane’s life.

3

She worked in her tool shed to invent the dishwasher.

1

She was born in Ohio, USA.

5

She opened her own factory.

2

Josephine’s expensive dishes became chipped.

4

Josephine won a prize for her invention.

3. Join the boxes to match the name of the person to their role.
Eliza Grace Symonds

Alexander Graham Bell’s assistant

Thomas Watson

Josephine Cochrane’s mother

Irene Fitch Garis

Alexander Graham Bell’s mother

4.
expensive.
valuable

5. Alexander Graham Bell was an engineer. Explain what is meant by the word engineer.
An engineer is a person who designs or builds engines or machines.
6.
George Butters is a mechanic who helped Josephine Cochrane to invent the dishwasher.

Answers

Victorian Inventors

7. Comment on the importance of Alexander Graham Bell’s invention.
Pupils’ own responses, such as: Alexander Graham Bell’s invention was important because it
allowed people from around the world to communicate with each other in a way that they
never had been able to before.

8. Explain how Josephine Cochrane’s invention still impacts life today.
Pupils’ own responses, such as: Josephine Cochrane’s invention still impacts life today
because millions of homes, restaurants and hotels wash their expensive dishes safely and
easily using a dishwasher.

Victorian Inventors
Delve into the history files and discover more about two great Victorian inventors whose
creations continue to shape our lives today.
Name: Alexander Graham Bell
Most Famous Invention: Telephone
rd

engineer and innovator. He was the son of Professor Alexander Melville Bell and Eliza
Grace Symonds.
As a young child, Alexander was curious about the world around him and often tried
a machine to remove the outer case from grains of wheat. He made this machine out of
paddles and nail brushes. The owner of the mill was so impressed that he let Alexander
have a small workshop that he could work on his inventions in.
Just like his father, Alexander became interested in speech and hearing. He
spent many years experimenting with the different ways that sound can
travel – especially using electricity.
th

telephone for the first time, from over two miles away from each
other. A year later, Alexander started his own telephone company
and his invention became famous around the world.
Name: Josephine Garis Cochrane
Most Famous Invention: Dishwasher
th

Garis, an engineer, and Irene Fitch Garis. Josephine was born into a very creative family;
her grandfather John Fitch had already invented a new type of steam-powered boat.
After getting married, Josephine and her husband William bought a house and began
inviting their friends round for dinner. During one of their dinner parties, Josephine’s
heirloom dishes were chipped whilst being washed; this prompted Josephine to start to
think of a safer way of washing her valuable dishes. She also wanted to find a quicker and
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Victorian Inventors
less tiring way of cleaning up after dinner parties.
Josephine worked in her tool shed with George Butters, a mechanic. Together, they created
a hand-powered dishwasher within which the dishes were held safely in
a rack whilst a hose of hot, soapy water sprayed and cleaned them.
Josephine was determined to make her dishwasher successful and she
prize for her new creation and began to sell the Cochrane Dishwasher
to hotels and restaurants across Illinois, USA. Soon, so many people
wanted a Cochrane Dishwasher that Josephine opened her own
globe.

Glossary
engineer: A person who designs or builds engines or machines.
innovator: A person who comes up with new methods, ideas or products.
heirloom: A valuable object which has belonged to a family for a long time.
mechanic: A skilled worker who fixes vehicles, engines and machines.
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Victorian Inventors

Questions
1.

mechanic? Tick one.

A person who designs or builds engines or machines.
A skilled worker who fixes vehicles, engines and machines.
A person who comes up with new methods, ideas or products.
A valuable object which has belonged to a family for a long time.

2. Draw a line to match the innovator to their invention.
Alexander Graham Bell

dishwasher

Josephine Cochrane

steam-powered boat

John Fitch

telephone

3.
telephone?

4.

5.
this.

Questions

Victorian Inventors

6.

7. Which of these inventions do you think has had the biggest global impact? Explain your
answer.

8. Explain your own idea for a new invention in 30 words or less.

Victorian Inventors

Answers
1.

mechanic? Tick one.

A person who designs or builds engines or machines.
A skilled worker who fixes vehicles, engines and machines.
A person who comes up with new methods, ideas or products.
A valuable object which has belonged to a family for a long time.

2. Draw a line to match the innovator to their invention.
Alexander Graham Bell

dishwasher

Josephine Cochrane

steam-powered boat

John Fitch

telephone

3.
telephone?
th

4.
paddles
nail brushes

5.
this.
An heirloom is a valuable object which has belonged to a family for a long time.
6.

October

Answers

Victorian Inventors

Pupils’ own responses, such as: George Butters helped Josephine Cochrane to become
successful because, as a mechanic, he helped her to build the first dishwasher, which he
used to show other people her invention.

7. Which of these inventions do you think has had the biggest global impact? Explain your
answer.
Pupils’ own responses, such as: I think that the telephone has had the biggest global impact
because dishes can still be cleaned without a dishwasher but people cannot talk to people
on the other side of the world without a telephone.

8. Explain your own idea for a new invention in 30 words or less.
Pupils’ own responses, such as: My idea is to invent a machine which can tell if your toast
is cooked perfectly and turns off the toaster before the toast burns.

